WORK IS CHANGING IN DRAMATIC WAYS.

Real estate is condensing. Technology is evolving. Work styles are more varied than ever before. Combined, these changes present a number of challenges to space planning. That’s why JL-O and Kimball teamed together to create an extremely versatile lounge-based system—one that provides power access, acoustical separation, and functionality for open or enclosed spaces.

With the Pairings collection, you don’t have to choose between open and closed spaces. Pairings works as a simple lounge group, or as a robust system capable of transforming an open space into a “third space.” Configured with other products and media, the collection offers expansive options for both working and meeting.

Made with comfort and flexibility in mind, Pairings is a family of components that can be crafted together to create formal or informal settings in support of today’s work-play-gather environments.

Also shown
Ottoman: Joelle
Today’s workplace needs supportive places for people to collaborate, relax and interact. Pairings offers unique applications to divide space and integrates seamlessly with other Kimball offerings.

Also shown
Ottoman: Joelle / Table: Dock
The latest extension of the Pairings product portfolio, the Pairings Nook, provides enclosed spaces for a more private setting that supports collaboration or just casual conversations. Extend worksurfaces off the back and add monitors, storage, and markerboards for a complete, interactive solution.

Also shown:

- Ottoman: Joelle
- Stool: fiXt
- Table: Dock
- Bench: Xsede
- Task Chair: Helio
THOUGHT STARTERS

Dual Nature (pictured above and below)
Support individual work styles on multiple levels by creating separate freestanding meeting areas on either side of a divider wall. Add a work shelf or a portable surface to divider walls for additional functionality.

Lounge Around
A basic lounge setting emphasizes comfort during face-to-face gatherings.

Long and Lean
Privacy panels create an isolated retreat in an open setting. A tablet arm option and power add a functional dynamic.

Casual Vibe
Form a social space for private meetings or casual socializing.
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Divide And Conquer (pictured above and below) A blend of seating supports individual work and seamless collaboration. By integrating a divider wall, one meeting space becomes many.

On the Shelf A divider wall takes on a new dynamic with a work shelf for casual, standing meetings.

Space and Time Components connect to create a welcoming space within an open setting.

Mix it Up Individual seats can be arranged in multiple ways with the support of a divider wall. Adding a tech arm provides a personal, adjustable worksurface.
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Define the Space (pictured above and below)
Mix and match fabrics and incorporate technology for a fun yet functional informal gathering area.

Pull it Together
Pairings Perch seating and divider walls fit together nicely to create separate, yet joined areas within a space.

All in the Open
Low, Mid and Corner sections easily come together to create configurations that fit any open plan setting.

Alter your Style
Need a creative solution for a small area of space? Stagger layers of seating for endless options in any space: large or small.
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Dual Purpose (pictured above and below)
Whether it’s individual downtime or a semi-private space for gathering, Pairings Nook supports the need within one small footprint. Opening at top allows for light to flow through.

Inside and Out
Pairings Nook allows for quiet meeting spaces inside while also providing a collaborative space outside—storage and markerboards support your meeting needs.

The Anchor
Pairings Nook supports a range of gathering spaces, from casual to standing while allowing for a respite in the open work environment.
PAIRINGS®